This paper studies the problem of task distribution and proactive edge caching in fog networks with latency and reliability constraints. In the proposed approach, user nodes (UNs) offload their computing tasks to edge computing servers (cloudlets). Cloudlets leverage their computing and storage capabilities to proactively compute and store cacheable computing results. In this regard, a task popularity estimation and caching policy schemes are proposed. Furthermore, the problem of UNs' tasks distribution to cloudlets is modeled as a one-to-one matching game. In this game, UNs whose requests exceed a delay threshold use the notion of hedged-requests to enqueue their request in another cloudlet, and offload the task data to whichever is available first. A matching algorithm based on the deferred-acceptance matching is used to solve this game. Simulation results show that the proposed approach guarantees reliable service and minimal latency, reaching up to 50 and 65% reduction in the average delay and the 99th percentile delay, as compared to reactive baseline schemes.
in [7] studies the resource allocation in mobile edge computing (MEC) networks for energy efficiency. The power-delay tradeoff in centralized MEC systems is discussed in [8] using tools from stochastic optimization. In [9] , the problem of latency minimization under a resource utilization constraint is studied, where an algorithm is proposed to balance between minimizing computing latency and energy consumption. However, these works rely on centralized solutions in which the MEC network has information about all users requests and channelstate information (CSI). A semi-distributed solution for the joint computing and communication resource optimization is proposed in [10] under asymmetric user preferences and capabilities. A distributed framework to realize the power-delay tradeoff in latency constrained fog networks is proposed in [11] . Game-theoretic solutions are discussed in [12] to design decentralized computing offloading schemes for edge cloud computing. Game theory is also used in [13] to model the competition of IoT nodes over the fog network resources with the aim of minimizing both energy and delay. The fog network formation under the uncertainty of arriving and departing nodes is investigated in [5, 14, 15] with the aim of minimizing the maximum computing delay.
The vast majority of the literature in fog networking considers the reactive computing paradigm in which task computing starts only after the task data is offloaded to the fog node [4] . Moreover, most of the prior art has not explicitly accounted for stringent latency and reliability constraints in fog networks. Due to the distributed nature of these networks, having computing resources closer to the network edge allows for providing personalized type of computing services to end-users [4] . This allows for harnessing the correlation between end-user requests through proactive computing to minimize computing latency [16] . The idea of prefetching is recently introduced as a first step towards proactive computing [17, 18] , in which part of the upcoming task data is predicted and prefetched during the computing of the current one such that the fetching time is minimized. Using proactive computing, the fog network can keep track of the popularity patterns of UNs' tasks and cache their computing results in advance. This eliminates the need to request the task data multiple times thus reducing the burden on the task offloading transmissions [4, 19] . Caching computing results is applicable to several applications. For example, in an augmented reality (AR) service provided in a museum, edge servers can store popular AR requests of visitors to serve them with minimal latency [4] . In the context of MEC for vehicle navigation applications [20] , correlation between computing tasks exists as multiple vehicles may request to detect the same object in a road. In such situations, the fog network can use proactive computing by keeping track of the popularity patterns of UNs' tasks and cache their computing results in advance. This eliminates the need to request the task data multiple times thus reducing the burden on the task offloading transmissions
The idea of proactive networks has been extensively studied in the context of wireless content caching [21, 22] . Proactive caching of computing tasks differs from content caching in several aspects. First, while content caching aims to alleviate the burden on the backhaul links by prefetching popular contents from the core network during off-peak times, computing caching decreases the load on the access link by providing computing results to end users without the need to prefetch their task data beforehand. Second, unlike content, computing tasks are of diverse types depending on the computing environment. Some computing tasks, such as object detection results, are cacheable, since they can be reused by other devices or in other time instants. On the contrary, computing data that are personalized or time dependent are not cacheable. Instead, they have to be computed in real time. Moreover, future computing networks will have dense deployments of servers and low density of UNs per server [23] , which makes it impractical to follow the popularity patterns locally at each server. Alternatively, relying on central computing, either fully or partially, to build the popularity distributions over larger sets of servers is essential in providing a broader view on the popularity patterns of computing tasks.
The main contribution of this paper is to investigate the problem of URLLC in fog networks with proactive edge caching of computing results. Reliability is ensured by allowing UNs to offload their computing tasks to multiple edge computing nodes (cloudlets) based on the notion of hedged requests [24] . Furthermore, both computing and storage resources are exploited to minimize the computing latency via joint task offloading and proactive caching of popular and cacheable computing tasks. In the proposed framework, UNs and their serving cloudlets are grouped into well-chosen clusters based on spatial proximity and mutual interests in popular tasks. This allows cloudlets to proactively cache computing results of popular tasks in their clusters to ensure minimal computing latency. Moreover, the problem of task distribution to cloudlets is modeled as a matching game between cloudlets and UNs. To this end, an efficient distributed matching algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of distributing UN requests to cloudlets, reaching a stable matching such that a reliable service in terms of maximum latency violation rate is guaranteed. Simulation results show that the proposed framework can guarantee reliable computations with bounded latency in different network density and storage capability conditions. Proactiveness is shown to minimize up to 50% and 65% of the average and the 99th percentile delay, respectively. Moreover, hedged requests are shown to significantly improve the system reliability even without proactive capability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and problem formulation. The clustering scheme as well as the joint caching and task distribution schemes are studied in Section 3. The performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
System model
Consider a fog network consisting of a set E of E cloudlets and a set U of U UNs, which are uniformly distributed over the network area. Each cloudlet has a CPU computing capability of c e cycles/s and a storage of size s e . Cloudlets share the same frequency band with bandwidth B, and schedule UNs' transmissions in orthogonal time instants (slots). Here, our optimization framework focuses only on the uplink transmissions [4, 17] . UNs have computing tasks that arrive following a Poisson process with mean λ u . UNs are interested in a set A of A tasks. Tasks have a task data size L a that is drawn from an exponential distribution of meanL a and processing density of κ cycles per bit of task data. A UN requesting a computing task is matched to one or more cloudlets within its coverage, where coverage is decided based on a threshold path loss value. Path loss is used as a coverage metric so that a UN's cloudlet list does not change frequently due to wireless channel dynamics. The task data is then offloaded to the one that schedules the UN request first. Task computing is performed after the task data is offloaded. Subsequently, the computed data is transmitted back to the UN. Due to the typically small computed data size to minimize the task data offloading delay, cloudlets proactively cache the pre-computed results of the most popular cacheable computing tasks. A subset A c ⊂ A of the tasks is assumed to be cacheable and another subset A nc ⊂ A is noncacheable such that A c ∪ A nc = A. The notations and abbreviations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1 . An illustration of the studied fog network model is shown in Fig. 1. 
Computing model
The computation of a task a ∈ A by UN u offloaded to cloudlet e experiences a transmission delay D comm ea and a computing delay D comp ea . The transmission delay at time instant t is expressed as
where r ue (t) is the uplink data rate per time slot, calculated using the Shannon's formula as follows: with |h ue | being the channel gain between UN u and cloudlet e, and σ 2 being the noise variance, where the channel h ue includes path loss and block fading. After the task data is uploaded, a computing delay is D comp ea is experienced, expressed as:
Adding the cloudlet queuing time, and processing time, the total delay becomes
where x ea is a binary variable that equals 1 if task a is distributed to cloudlet e, W ea (t) is the waiting time of task a due to the previous computing tasks in the queue Q e of cloudlet e, y ea (t) is a binary variable that equals 1 when the computation result of task a is cached in cloudlet e, and τ EP is the cloudlet latency which accounts for the downlink transmission of computed data and the cloudlet processing latency. In other words, only the clouldlet latency is experienced if the requested task result was cached in the cloudlet. Similar to other works [4, 17] , we assume that the latency due to downlink transmission of computed data is negligible compared to the uplink task data offloading time and computing time; hence, it is taken into account only as part of the cloudlet delay.
To overcome the large delay values due to long queues in the cloudlet's side, UNs leverage hedged requests to offload the task to multiple cloudlet if the estimated delay time exceeds a certain threshold. The UN will upload the task data to the cloudlet that frees its queue first, i.e., the one with the smallest waiting time w ea , and discard the request to the other one. Consequently, the delay experienced to compute the task from a hedged request, denoted D a (t), is the delay value from the cloudlet with the smallest waiting time, which is expressed as
e ∈E|x e a =1,e =e 1 w ea <w e a . (5) Our objective is to minimize the total task computing latency under reliability constraints, by efficiently distributing and proactively caching the results of the computing tasks. The UN task distribution to cloudlets and task caching matrices are expressed as X = [x ea ] and Y = y ea , respectively. Reliability is modeled as a probabilistic constraint on the maximum offloaded computing delay. This optimization problem is
where (6b) is a probabilistic delay constraint that ensures the latency is bounded by a threshold value D th with a probability 1 − . Constraint (6c) indicates that a request is offloaded to a maximum of X max cloudlets. (6d) limits the number of cached tasks to a maximum of s e . The above problem is a combinatorial problem with a non-convex cost function and probabilistic constraints, for which finding an optimal solution is computationally complex [25] . The non-convexity arises from the service rate expression in Eqs. (1)- (2) which is function of the offloading decisions of other UNs and the non-linear probabilistic constraint. Therefore, we replace the nonlinear constraint in (6b) by a linear one. The Markov's inequality [25] , for the non-negative random variable D a and D th > 0, states that E{D a (t)} ≤ D th , where E{.} denotes the expectation over time. Since the delay of computing a cached task is very small, we are interested in keeping the delay of non-cached tasks below a pre-defined threshold. The constraint can be expressed for a single cloudlet as
substituting the queuing time as
where L a i (t) is the remaining task data of task a i in the queue Q e of cloudlet e at time instant t. Finally, the URLLC constraint can be met by ensuring that the above inequality is satisfied at each time instant t, i.e.,
This implies that to reach the desired reliability, the above inequality has to hold for at least one cloudlet serving the request a of UN u, wherer ue (t) is the average service rate. Hence, if the constraint in (9) is not met for one cloudlet, UN can be matched to an additional cloudlet such that the reliability constraint is satisfied. The average service rate is estimated at each cloudlet e for each UN u within its coverage using a time-average rate estimation method, as follows:
where ν(t) is a learning parameter.
Remark 1 A learning parameter ν(t) where ν(t) ∈ (0, 1] for any t such that lim t→∞ ν(t) = 0, ensures thatr ue (t) yields the time average rate of UN u at t → ∞.
In the following section, we propose a joint matching [26] and caching scheme to solve the optimization problem in (6).
The proposed method
In this section, we discuss our proposed approach to solve the optimization problem in (6) . To simplify the computational complexity of the problem, we decouple it into two separate subproblems: task distribution to cloudlets and caching of popular cacheable task results. Since the IoT network size is typically large, adopting centralized optimization schemes over the entire cloudlet set is not practical. On the other hand, local schemes do not have enough local information about the popularity of computing tasks due to the low number of UNs per cloudlet. Therefore, our approach resorts to clustering tools to split the network into mutually coupled groups of UNs and their serving cloudlets. This clustering approach is carried out in a training period that can be repeated in a slow time scale, allowing for a broader view of the popularity patterns. In this regard, the proposed clustering scheme first groups UNs into disjoint sets based on both spatial proximity and mutual interest in popular tasks. Subsequently, a task popularity matrix is obtained. Finally, a joint task distribution and caching scheme is proposed. The UN clustering and the popularity matrix calculation are assumed to be carried out in the network training period during which information about UNs' requests and their serving cloudlets are reported to a higher level controller, e.g., a cloud data center. During the training period, UNs are assigned to the cloudlets with the highest channel strength within their coverage area. While a central controller is involved in the training period calculations, we emphasize that this process does not need to be updated as frequently as the task distribution and caching processes, since a given UN's interests are likely to remain unchanged for a number of time instants N t ( 1).
Network clustering and task popularity matrix
The training phase starts by grouping UNs into k disjoint clusters C 1 , . . . , C k based on their mutual-coupling in distance and task popularity. The objective of clustering is to obtain a per-cluster task popularity matrix, defined as = ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k , where ξ i is a vector of the popularity order of tasks in cluster C i . Essentially, identifying the similarities between neighboring UNs and their mutual interests is the first step in bringing computing resources closer to them. To that end, we harness the similarity between different UNs in terms of task popularity patterns to allow cloudlets in their proximity to store the computing results of their highly requested tasks. Next, we discuss how the distance similarity and task popularity similarity are calculated.
Distance-based Gaussian similarity
First, we introduce a distance similarity metric that measures the coupling between each pair of UNs based on their geographical locations. The Gaussian similarity metric is commonly used in the literature to quantify the similarity between two nodes. A distance Gaussian similarity matrix is defined as
where v i is a vector of the geographical coordinates of UN i, and σ d is a similarity parameter to control the neighborhood size.
Task popularity-based similarity
To discover the task popularity patterns of different UNs, the task request occurrence is recorded for each UN during the training period set. Subsequently, a task occurrence vector, expressed as, n u = n u,1 , . . . , n u,|A c | is calculated for each UN. Ideally, this vector captures the UN's task arrival rate and helps to build similarity between UNs.
To calculate the task popularity-based similarity between UNs, we consider a cosine similarity metric. The cosine similarity is often used in vector-based attributes in which the similarity value corresponds to the angle between the two vectors, i.e., parallel vectors mean maximally similar, and perpendicular vectors mean maximally dissimilar. In other words, the cosine similarity takes into account only the vector direction and is agnostic to its magnitude. Hence, the task popularity similarity matrix is defined as S p = p ij , where p ij is expressed as
UN clustering and popularity matrix calculation
A network cluster should essentially include UNs that are close to each other and following a similar task popularity patterns. Therefore, we consider a similarity matrix that blends together distance and task popularity matrices. The similarity matrix, denoted S, is calculated as
where θ is a parameter that prioritizes the impact of distance and task popularity. Subsequently, spectral clustering [27] is used to group UNs into k disjoint clusters, denoted C 1 , . . . , C k .
Remark 2 Spectral clustering of U points requires the setting of a minimum and maximum number of clusters,
k min and k max where k max ≤ U [27] . Here, we select k min = 2 in order to have at least two groups of UNs, and k max = U/2 since having a higher number of clusters will imply having multiple clusters with a single member, which contradicts with the idea of grouping.
To bring the popular tasks closer to the network edge, the task popularity matrix of UN clusters is reported to cloudlets so that they cache the computing result of the most popular tasks. Accordingly, the most preferred cluster by a cloudlet is obtained by calculating how frequently the members of each cluster were assigned to this specific cloudlet during the training period. The vector ξ i of tasks that are most popular for a cluster i is reported to the cloudlets that have cluster C i as their most preferred cluster. The proposed UN clustering and task popularity matrix calculation is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 UN clustering and popularity matrix calculation 1: Training phase: For a sequence of training time instants:
• Record n u of each UN.
• Calculate the similarity matrix S from (13).
• Set k min = 2 and k max = U/2.
• Record the number of times a cloudlet served each UN.
2: Clustering phase:
• Perform spectral clustering using the similarity matrix S and using the largest eigenvalue gap method [27] to select the number of clusters k ∈ {k min , . . . , k max }.
• Obtain k disjoint clusters of UNs C 1 , . . . , C k .
3: Popularity list construction phase:
• Select each cloudlet's most preferred cluster as the cluster from which the cloudlet received the highest number of requests during the training period.
• Calculate the task popularity matrix of each cluster using the number of request occurrences n u of its set of UNs.
• Report to each cloudlet the task popularity vector ξ i of its most preferred cluster C i .
Computing caching scheme
Following the training phase, cloudlets seek to minimize the service delay of their UNs' requests during the network operation by proactively caching the computing results of the popular tasks they receive. The caching process is performed in an online-manner, in a faster time scale than the clustering and popularity calculation phase. Each cloudlet aims to optimize its caching policy to minimize the total computing latency of its serving UNs. The cache storage of each cloudlet is assumed to be empty at the beginning of the network operation. As UNs start to offload their computing tasks, cloudlets will cache as many computing results as their storage capacity allows.
Once a cloudlet's storage is full, a new arriving request that is more popular than the least popular task currently in the cache will replace it. This is equivalent to a least frequently used (LFU) replacement strategy in content caching. The algorithm implementation per cloudlet is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Proactive task caching algorithm 1: Initialization:
• Define the set e as the cache content of cloudlet e.
• e = φ, ∀e ∈ E. if there exists at least one task a i ∈ e with lower index than a in ξ e
7:
task a i is removed from e . 8: a → e .
9:
else 10: the computing result of task a is not stored. 11: end if 12: end if 13: end for each Next, if the cloudlet receives a computation request of a task that is cached in its storage, there is no need to offload the task data or recompute the task. Hence, the computing delay of this task consists only of the cloudlet delay, which can be obtained from Eq. (4) by setting (1 − y ea (t)) = 0 for task a cached in cloudlet e.
UN task distribution
Our next step is to propose a task distribution scheme that solves the constrained minimization problem in (6) . The task distribution problem is formulated as a matching game between UNs and cloudlets where, at each time instant, UNs requesting new tasks are matched to one or more serving cloudlets, depending on their latency requirements, such that their service delay is minimized. Matching theory [26] is a framework that solves combinatorial problems in which members of two sets of players are interested in forming matching pairs with a player from the opposite set. Preferences of both the cloudlets and UNs are denoted as e and u , and they represent how each player in one side ranks the players of the opposite side. From the optimization problem in (6), a UN seeks to be matched to more than one cloudlet if the first one is not satisfying its reliability metric, given the estimated rater ue (t). Therefore, the proposed matching algorithm first finds a one-to-one matching of UN requests to a single cloudlet each. The estimated delay of each request is then calculated. If a subset of the matched UNs' requests are not guaranteed to satisfy the reliability constraint, the matching algorithm is run again to match the UNs to additional cloudlets, subject to the availability of vacant cloudlets.
Definition 1 Given the two disjoint sets of cloudlets and
UNs (E, U ), a matching is defined as a one-to-one mapping ϒ from the set E ∪ U into the set of all subsets of E ∪ U , such that for each e ∈ E and u ∈ U :
The selection of the preference profiles of matching allows for capturing the cost function of the players. To this end, the preference profiles of UNs are defined so as to minimize their task service delay as follows:
This preference allows UNs to seek matchings that minimizes their own QoS by selecting the cloudlets that provides minimal computing latency. Note that due to the impracticality of having knowledge of the queue state of each cloudlet at each UN, UNs consider the transmission and computing delay of their own task data in calculating their preference profiles.
Cloudlets, having enough information about their own queue length, seek to maximize the service reliability of the requests of their serving UNs. Hence, the utility of cloudlets will essentially reflect the reliability constraint in (9), taking into account the waiting time in the queue. Therefore, we define the utility when UN u is assigned to cloudlet e as
. (15) The preference of each cloudlet can be expressed as follows:
In other words, the utility of each cloudlet is to seek a matching that maximizes the difference between the right hand side and the left hand side of the inequality in (9) , such that the constraint is met as a stable matching is reached. Note from (9) that, to satisfy the reliability constraint, eu (t) has to be greater or equal to zero. Therefore, matched UNs with eu (t) < 0 will seek to be matched to additional cloudlets to satisfy their reliability requirements.
Next, we define matching stability and provide an efficient algorithm based on the deferred acceptance (DA) [26] to solve this game. ϒ, and a pair (u , e ) with ϒ(e ) = u and ϒ(u ) = e , (u , e ) is said to be blocking the matching ϒ and form a blocking pair if: 1) u e ϒ(e ), 2) e u ϒ(u ). A matching ϒ * is stable if there is no blocking pair.
Definition 2 Given a matching

Remark 3
The DA algorithm, described in Algorithm 3, converges to a two-sided stable matching of UNs to cloudlets [26] .
The architecture of the proposed approach is illustrated in the chart in Fig. 2. 
Simulation results
In this section, we present and analyze simulation results of the proposed scheme. To illustrate the performance of both the proposed hedged requests and proactive computing, we consider the following three baselines:
Algorithm 3
The DA algorithm for UN-cloudlet matching 1: Initialization: all UNs with new requests start unmatched. 2: Previously unmatched UNs with eu (t) < 0 are marked unmatched to be associated to an additional cloudlet. 3: Each unmatched UN constructs its preference list as per (14) . 4 : Each cloudlet constructs its preference list as per (16) . 5: repeat an unmatched UN u, i.e., ϒ(u) = φ proposes to its most preferred cloudlets e that satisfies e u u.
6:
if ϒ(e) = φ,
UN u proposal is accepted.
8:
ϒ(e) = u, ϒ(u) = e.
9:
else if ϒ(e) = u , 10: if u e u 11:
UN u proposal is rejected.
12:
UN u removes cloudlet e from its preference list.
13:
else if u e u 14: UN u proposal is accepted.
15:
16:
ϒ(u ) = φ.
17:
18:
end if 19: end if 20: until all UNs are matched. 21 : Output: a stable matching ϒ.
1. Baseline 1 (BL1), which is similar to the proposed scheme, in which hedged requests are enabled to satisfy UNs' reliability. However, caching is performed by estimating the popularity distribution locally at each cloudlet and considering a least recently used (LRU) caching replacement strategy. 2. Baseline 1 (BL2), which is a reactive version of the proposed scheme, in which hedged requests are enabled to satisfy UNs' reliability, but with no caching or proactive capabilities in the cloudlets. 3. Baseline 2 (BL3), in which neither proactiveness nor hedged requests are considered. UNs and cloudlets rank each other based on the wireless access link quality, and a UN can only be matched to a single cloudlet.
We use the set of default parameters listed in Table 2 unless stated otherwise. Popularity is assumed to vary among tasks following a Zipf-like popularity model with parameter z [21] . Accordingly, the rate of requesting the ith most popular task is proportional to 1/i z . Three different sets of task popularity distributions are assigned randomly to UNs. Furthermore, one third of the tasks, uniformly selected, is assumed to be cacheable, whereas the remaining tasks have to be computed in real time 1 .
Delay tail performance
First, we investigate the tail of the instantaneous delay of the different schemes as a measure of service reliability. The delay tail is represented by the complementary cumu-
As shown in Fig. 3 , the proposed scheme significantly minimizes the delay tail, as compared to the two reactive baseline schemes. In particular, the proposed proactive scheme achieves 40% and 57% gains in 90th percentile delay and 99th percentile delay, respectively, as compared to BL2 scheme. Moreover, the BL2 scheme, with no proactivity capability, outperforms BL3 in the delay tail performance. This is due to leveraging the hedged requests to minimize the latency of requests with long waiting time. It can also be seen that the caching-based BL1 scheme has a tail performance close to that of the proposed scheme, but with higher average delay.
Impact of network density
Next, we investigate the impact of the network density in the service delay performance. The network density is varied by changing the number of cloudlets distributed within the network area. The number of UNs is also changed to maintain the same UN density. The average delay performance is presented in Fig. 4a , whereas the 99th percentile delay is shown in Fig. 4b as a measure of the service reliability. The results show that, for the proposed approach, the service delay decreases as Fig. 2 The proposed approach architecture. The architecture of the proactive edge computing framework the network density increases. This is due to the availability of more cloudlets in the coverage area of each UN, which increases both the availability of matching and the flexibility of matching. Moreover, due to serving cacheable requests directly without task data offloading, the increased network density does not incur high uplink interference levels to affect the delay. However, BL2 suffers from increased delay due to having higher interference in denser networks, which significantly increases the delay. This effect is slightly alleviated as the number of cloudlets further increases, due to high number of available cloudlets to each UN. Comparing BL2 and BL3 schemes, we can clearly see the trade-off between ensuring a reliable service and maintaining a low delay. At low network density conditions, there are not enough available cloudlets for each UN. Accordingly, boosting reliability through hedgedrequests costs an increase in the system load, which in turn increases the average latency. However, as the number of cloudlets increases, the increased, hedged-requests are shown to minimize both the average delay and the 99th percentile delay. This highlights the advantage of hedgedrequests in computing networks, specially in the absence of proactive capabilities. Moreover, the gains brought by proactiveness reaches up to 50% and 65% in the average and the 99th percentile delay, respectively.
Impact of caching capability
Here, we investigate the impact of the capability of caching computing tasks, where the capability is measured with respect to the task cacheability and storage availability. First, we show the impact of storage size in the performance of the proposed scheme, as compared to the BL2 without proactive capability. In Fig. 5 , we show the average delay and the 99th percentile delay at different cloudlet storage size. The results show that the storage size has a significant impact on the performance of the proposed approach. For example, an increase in the storage size Fig. 3 The delay tail distribution. The total delay tail distribution for the proposed scheme (with a storage size s e of 10), and the baseline schemes, with E = 30 cloudlets, and UN density U/E = 3 from 2 to 4 decreases the average and the 99th percentile delay by almost by 20 and 30%, respectively. However, as the storage size further increases, the rate of reduction in latency decreases. This is due to the caching policy in which popular tasks are cached first. Hence, small storage sizes can be sufficient to considerably minimize the computing latency.
Next, we show the impact of task cacheability on the performance of the proposed scheme. In Fig. 6 , we plot the delay performance for different cacheable ratio, defined a b as the ratio of the tasks whose computing results can be cached and reused. It can be shown that with the proposed scheme, both the average and 99th percentile delays decrease significantly when more tasks are cacheable, for the same storage size, since more task results can be reused with minimal latency. Similar behavior is observed with BL1 due to its caching capability. However, a higher latency is observed as compared to the proposed scheme, since BL1 relies on distributed caching that does not cluster similar UNs together.
a b
Fig. 6 The delay performance vs. cacheable ratio. a The average delay and b the 99th percentile delay performance for different ratios of cacheable tasks, with E = 30 cloudlets, UN density U/E = 3, and a storage size s e of 10
Fig. 7
The cache hit rate and delay performances vs. the popularity distribution. The 99th percentile delay and cache hit rate as the Zipf parameter z varies, with E = 30 cloudlets, UN density U/E = 3, and a storage size s e of 10
Impact of popularity distribution
Finally, we show the impact of the different popularity distributions on the performance of the proposed proactive approach. The 99th percentile delay and the cache hit rate are investigated in Fig. 7 against different values of the Zipf parameter z. The Zipf parameter reflects the discrepancy level of the task popularity distribution. When the discrepancy level increases (higher z), the popularity gap between the most and least popular tasks increases. Hence, at high values of z, the likeliness of serving a request from the cache increases as compared to lower values, for the same storage size. Accordingly, we can see from Fig. 7 that as z increases, the cache hit rate (defined as the ratio of the requests served from the cache) increases. As a result, the 99th percentile delay decreases.
Conclusions
In this paper, a proactive computing and task distribution scheme for ultra-reliable and low-latency fog computing networks has been introduced. In the proposed approach, clusters of cloudlets and edge user nodes are formed based on spatial proximity and similar interests in computing results. Each cluster proactively caches computing results in the storage of its cloudlets to minimize the computing latency. Moreover, a matching algorithm to distribute the computing tasks to cloudlets is presented. The matching algorithm allows latency-critical requests to be matched to multiple cloudlets such that their latency constraints are met. Simulation results have shown that the proposed approach strikes a balance between minimizing the service latency and maximize the service reliability at different network conditions.
Endnote
1 The processing density is application dependent, we consider a variable bit rate (VBR) encoding process as an example, reported in [28] .
